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Abstract

Most people working in the field of linguistics in the US and Canada have an intuitive sense of
who the “major players” are among PhD-granting linguistics departments. Our analysis
demonstrates that the frequently-perceived hierarchy of linguistics programs is indeed
correct. Drawing on publicly available information from Winter/Spring, 2019 on faculty at
all PhD-granting linguistics programs across the US and Canada, we use social network and
heat map visualizations to demonstrate the existence of an extraordinarily strong and relatively
stable hierarchy of programs whose graduates dominate the linguistics academic job market. A
secondary finding is that many of the top programs are characterized by gender imbalances. We
argue that the top programs’ tremendous influence on the job market as a whole affords these
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programs the ability – indeed, the responsibility – to take the lead in effecting positive change
in the field’s hiring patterns more broadly.

Keywords: discipline of linguistics, diversity, academic job market, market share, academia

Résumé

Laplupart des personnes travaillant dans le domaine de la linguistique auxÉtats-Unis et auCanada
ont une idée intuitive de l’identité des « principaux acteurs » parmi les départements de linguistique
délivrant des doctorats.Notre analyse démontre que la perception courante de la hiérarchie dans les
programmes de linguistique est en effet exacte. À partir d’informations publiquement disponibles
sur le corps professoral de tous les programmes de linguistique délivrant des doctorats aux États-
Unis et auCanada à l’hiver/printemps 2019, nous utilisons des visualisations de réseaux sociaux et
des cartes de densité pour démontrer l’existence d’une hiérarchie extraordinairement puissante et
relativement stable de programmes dont les diplômés dominent lemarchéde l’emploi universitaire
dans le domaine de la linguistique. Nous constatons également qu’un bon nombre des meilleurs
programmes se caractérisent par des disparités entre les genres. Nous soutenons que l’influence
considérable des meilleurs programmes sur le marché de l’emploi dans son ensemble leur
donne la capacité – et même la responsabilité – de prendre l’initiative d’un changement positif
dans les schémas d’embauche du domaine de manière plus générale.

Mots-clés: le marché du travail universitaire, la diversité, la discipline de la linguistique

1. INTRODUCTION

A number of recent studies have addressed challenges in today’s academic job
market, including in the disciplines of anthropology (Kawa et al. 2018, Speakman
et al. 2018), anthropological archaeology (Speakman et al. 2017), English
(Colander and Zhuo 2014), history (Ruediger 2019), economics (Chen et al.
2012), and the biomedical sciences (Ghaffarzadegan et al. 2015). A common
finding is that the “pedigree” of an institution or department from which an individual
received their PhD is an important factor structuring one’s opportunities in the aca-
demic job market after graduation (Clauset et al. 2015, Warner and Clauset 2015).
(See also The Ph.D. Placement Project at The Chronicle of Higher Education for
a number of perspectives: https://www.chronicle.com/blogs/phd.)

Our commentary contributes to this literature, and to the field of linguistics, by
shedding empirical light on the nature and degree of academic hierarchy in linguis-
tics. Based on publicly available information collected on faculty at all PhD-granting
linguistics programs across the US and Canada (section 2), we use social network and
heat map visualizations to demonstrate the existence of an extraordinarily strong and
relatively stable hierarchy of programs whose graduates dominate the linguistics aca-
demic job market (section 3). Our shared dataset, the supplemental material to this
article, will interest both prospective graduate students and established academics,
and we hope will help spur many further analyses. To provide one example, we
chart the gender distributions of faculty in, and faculty graduates of, the most dom-
inant programs. Some are not well-balanced in this respect, a pattern that likely con-
tributes to gender imbalance in the field overall (section 4).
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2. METHODS

We used the Linguistic Society of America (LSA)’s Directory of Linguistics
Programs and Departments (LSA n.d.) to generate a comprehensive list of PhD-
granting linguistics departments and programs across the US and Canada: 63 in
total (52 in the US, 11 in Canada). From January through March 2019, our research
team visited the web page of each department or program to collect publicly available
information about each of the 788 total tenured and tenure-track (TT) faculty
members employed in these programs. (We occasionally consulted additional
sources such as curricula vitae published on an individual faculty member’s web
page, ProQuest, or departmental alumni web pages.) The categories of data we col-
lected are listed below, with additional explanation given as needed. Our complete
database is included as supplementary material to this commentary.

. Name

. Inferred Gender — Self-reported gender designations were not available, and we therefore
employed a binary male/female gender classification. This was done by checking university
faculty page biographies and personal websites for pronouns; if none were available, we
made judgments based on the individual’s name and picture. We readily admit the imperfec-
tions of this approach, including its inability to account for the fact that not all individuals
subscribe to a binary gender category and that one’s gender identity may change over
time (e.g., since time of hire). However, we view the category of inferred gender as an
improvement over the unmarked gender category that is ascribed in other, similar studies.

. Academic Rank — We limited our sample to the tenured and tenure-track (TT) ranks of
Assistant, Associate, or (Full) Professor (including named and endowed professorships),
which are the job titles that are consistently listed across department web pages. We
excluded Emeritus Professors and all non-tenure-stream titles (e.g., Adjunct and
Postdoctoral positions, Visiting Assistant Professors, and Lecturers).

. Source of PhD — This field includes PhDs obtained from US and Canadian institutions
only; doctoral degrees obtained elsewhere are listed here as “Foreign” and elaborated
upon in a separate “Foreign” field (see below). Two faculty members with more than
one PhD are classified together into a separate grouping called “Multiple.” We did not
systematically identify the source department conferring PhDs, but note that a few indi-
viduals in our database do have PhDs from fields other than linguistics (philosophy, com-
puter science, anthropology, etc.). Thus, not all “source” institutions in the database are
one of the PhD-granting schools that form the basis of our analysis. This also means that
the database includes more “source” than “destination” institutions.

. Year PhD Awarded

. Destination University — This field denotes the US or Canadian university at which a
scholar held a TT faculty position (as of Winter/Spring 2019).

. Destination University Location — Whether the destination university is in the US or
Canada.

. Foreign Source of PhD— For PhDs granted by university sources outside the US or Canada.

. Country of PhD — Specific country for “Foreign” (i.e., non-US and non-Canada) PhD
sources.
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We believe that our database captures the most complete listing of academic lin-
guists in tenure-track (TT) positions at PhD-granting institutions (PGIs) across the US
andCanada asofWinter/Spring2019.Wehave selected this dataset because it represents
the primary producers (and, probably, consumers) of academic linguists in the US and
Canada. That said, we acknowledge that it addresses only a single, albeit highly idea-
lized, career path amongmanyoptions, as linguistics PhDsare also employed inTTposi-
tions at non-PGIs and in programs other than linguistics (indeed, the first author of this
article falls into both of those categories), or work outside of academia entirely.

3. A RELATIVELY STABLE OLIGARCHY

Most individuals working in the field of linguistics have an intuitive sense of who the
“major players” are amongst PhD-granting linguistics departments. Our analysis
demonstrates that the frequently-perceived hierarchy of linguistics programs is
indeed correct. Following Speakman et al. (2017) and Speakman et al. (2018), we
frame the total number of faculty positions in an academic sphere as an economic
market. Graduates compete in this market for a finite number of academic jobs,
and linguistics PGIs can be ranked according to their market share, a metric we
adopt from Speakman et al. (2017), defined as the percentage of TT academic posi-
tions a PGI’s graduates attain over a certain period of time.

One method of visualizing patterns in the linguistics job market is to use social
network (chord) diagrams. Circles (nodes) in our analyses represent individual pro-
grams and their outgoing arrows demonstrate where, within the linguistics PGI
market, their graduates have obtained jobs. Figure 1 shows the complex web of all
“source” and “destination” programs, while Figure 2 narrows the set to those with
the highest all-time market share. With no clear natural breakage line, we chose
the somewhat arbitrary standard of schools with fifteen or more placements (coinci-
dentally totalling fifteen schools), a group which comprises about a quarter of the
total programs in the US and Canadian market (15/63, 23.8%).1 In both figures,
node and text label size as well as relative arrow thickness all correlate to the
number of placements a department has made. Self-referential links correspond to
placements of alumni who return to their own PhD-granting institution as TT faculty.

Kawa et al. (2018) invite us to think about links between nodes in terms of reci-
procity. Links that flow both ways between two institutions indicate a reciprocal rela-
tionship, and when these links are same-sized, the relationship is also symmetrical.
Links that flow in only one direction, or differ greatly in the size of flows between
two schools, however, indicate a relationship that is non-reciprocal and/or asymmet-
rical. In the latter case, the difference in arrow size indicates the degree of asymmetry.
Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate that the patterned relationships that have built up over
time between PGI programs are far from reciprocal. Instead, graduates of top
market-share programs have been hired at both other top-share programs and at

1Chord diagrams were created using R package Igraph (Csardi and Nepusz 2005), with layou-
t_in_circle with vertex.size and certex.label.cex proportional to the number of successful outgoing
placements.Thewidthandcolourof thedirectededges are proportional to thenumber ofplacements.
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lower-share programs, while the lowest-share programs are primarily consumers,
rather than producers, of faculty from higher-share programs.

Our second visualization, Appendix A,2 is a heat map indicating each program’s
percent of the overall market share from highest (darkest) to lowest (lightest), includ-
ing “Foreign” institutions, which are grouped in aggregate.3 Here the distribution is
broken down by decade to show temporal trends; the most recent span under study
(2010–2019) may be of particular interest to readers who are prospective graduate

Figure 1: Chord diagram of PhD programs with size of node, text label and arrow
width all proportional to their total number of placements into current TT positions at

linguistics PGIs in the US and Canada.

2Note that the list of linguistics PGIs in our database is a subset of the total number of
“sources” for PhDs. While there are 63 linguistics PGIs, there are 20 additional sources which
include PhDs from non-linguistics PGIs and aggregate categories like “Foreign” and “Multiple”.

3Although not a focus of our commentary here, a substantial number of linguists in our data-
base hail from “Foreign” sources: 55/788, or roughly 7% of the total. A majority of these (65.5%,
or 36/55) received their degree from an institution in Germany, the Netherlands, or the United
Kingdom. See Supplementary Materials for those specific institutions.
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students in linguistics. One particularly striking pattern is that a majority of linguistics
programs have produced just a handful of PGI academics, or none at all.4 Conversely,
the all-time top ten programs (MIT through Cornell, excluding “Foreign”) represent an
oligarchy of sorts, together placing half (50.3%, n = 369) of all US- and Canada-sourced
faculty members, and one department alone, MIT, has placed 11% of all current US
and Canadian faculty (87/733). Many top schools, including MIT, have also recruited
heavily from their own PhD graduates, as shown by the reflexive arcs in Figure 2.

While the cadre of dominant departments has remained relatively stable over time,
there are a few notable fluctuations. The University of Maryland and New York
University, for example, show dramatic recent gains in overall market share, while
the University of Chicago, University of California-San Diego, and Yale show
recent declines. Whether these recent shifts represent a more sustained trend toward
greater democratization of market share in linguistics programs is yet to be seen.

Figure 2: Source and destination of faculty in the top fifteen market-share programs.
Note that some smaller, lighter-coloured links overlay larger, darker ones, e.g., the
light arrow pointing from the University of Arizona toward MIT overlays the dark

arrow that flows in the opposite direction.

4It is important to note that we did not research when each program began graduating PhDs,
so some “zeros”may represent a program just recently formed or still in its early development.
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4. GENDER IMBALANCE, AND LEADING THE WAY

Most linguistics programs place few to no graduates in the PGI market, while a select
number of programs place a majority of TT job holders in this market. This is perhaps
a sobering portrait of the current academic job market, but one that is important for
current and prospective graduate students to understand. However, our data also point
to ways that the top programs might effect positive change in the discipline. As a brief
example, we examine some facets of gender representation in linguistics placements,
one of a number of problems of diversity and representation that the fieldmust continue
to address (see e.g., LSA2019,Namboodiripad et al. 2019,CharityHudley et al. 2020).

In its 2021 annual report, the LSA provides data showing that women outnumber
men in both undergraduate and graduate linguistics programs (Figure 3), and that the
rate at which women have received linguistics PhDs has eclipsed that of men over most
of the past 25 years (Figure 4). Nonetheless, LSA data also suggest that in the average
linguistics department, men have a small numerical lead over women at both the (Full)
Professor and the Assistant (untenured) levels, even though the latter is where wemight
expect to see the greatest recent expansion of women hires (Figure 5).

Reporting rates to the LSA departmental directory from which the Figure 3 and
Figure 5 numbers are gleaned, however, are inconsistent fromyear to year (LSA2021).
Significantly, the number of reporting departments dropped precipitously from 102 in
2018 to only 47 departments in 2019, and 43 in 2020 (LSA 2021). In contrast, our
data capture a complete snapshot of PGI academic programs (n = 63), albeit at one
moment in time (Winter/Spring 2019), and hence permit a more reliable investigation
into gender distributions by rank, including at the scale of individual departments.

Figure 6 demonstrates that women indeed still trail at the Full and Assistant ranks
at PGIs. Further, while it is not surprising that the (inferred) male-to-female faculty
ratio varies greatly between departments, faculty of several of the all-time top 15
market-share programs (Figure 7) exhibit jarring male-to-female imbalances, espe-
cially Harvard (7:2), MIT (13:4), and UPenn (11:4).

We recognize that department composition can be slow to change given the
infrequent opportunities to make new tenure-track faculty hires at most institutions.

Figure 3: Average number of students by gender (adapted from LSA 2021: 25)
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Hiring outcomes also reflect numerous factors including the annual demographics of
the candidate pool itself, so a complementary take on gendered rates of academic job
obtainment is provided by asking where the men and women who now hold TT jobs
in linguistics PGIs received their degrees. Here again we focus on the all-time top 15
market-share programs. The source PhD programs of all current faculty are tallied in

Figure 4: Earned doctorates in linguistics 1966–2017 (adapted from LSA 2021: 24;
data from NSF Survey of Earned Doctorates, 1966–2019)

Figure 5: Average department composition 2020 (adapted from LSA 2021: 15)
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Figure 8, while Figure 9 shows only the most recent graduates (faculty who earned
their PhD degrees in the most recent two-decade span, i.e., 2000–2019).5

These figures underscore that it is possible to undo problems of the past. UPenn,
for example, is a male-dominated department (Figure 7) that has nonetheless suc-
ceeded in stewarding female graduates on to PGI jobs in numbers that are cumula-
tively consistent with and now far exceed women’s overall rate of PhD obtainment

Figure 6: Gender distribution at different TT ranks in linguistics PGIs

Figure 7: Gender breakdown of faculty in the top fifteen programs

5Readers are reminded that we are working with dates of graduation and not dates of hire,
since the latter information is not uniformly reported by “source” programs. Many individuals
experience a lag of one or more years between graduating and obtaining a TT job while others
(more rarely) are hired before completing their degree.
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in the field, as seen in Figures 8 and 9 respectively. A market behemoth, MIT’s lin-
guistics program has undergone a major shift over time. Its gender record appears
dismal when tracking its faculty graduates across all years (Figure 8): 57 current
male PGI faculty have received their degree from MIT, compared to only 30
women, or a rate of nearly two to one. However, in the past roughly two decades

Figure 8:Gender breakdown of faculty who are graduates of the top fifteen programs
(all-time)

Figure 9: Gender breakdown of faculty who are recent graduates of the top fifteen
programs (2000–2019)
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(2000–2019) the program has changed course, producing nearly equal numbers of
current male and female PGI faculty (Figure 9). Other leading market-share pro-
grams, by contrast, including Harvard, the University of California, Santa Cruz
(UCSC), and the University of Maryland (UMD), continue to produce very few
female graduates who go on to achieve faculty positions, a concerning trend given
that the ripple effects of any gender imbalance found in the discipline’s few dominant
programs are likely to circulate widely across the field.6

Viewed another way, the tremendous sway that the top market-share programs
have within the job market as a whole affords these programs the ability – indeed,
the responsibility – to take the lead in effecting positive change in the field’s
hiring patterns more broadly. We conclude by urging those working in the field of
linguistics, but especially those privileged to hold tenure-track positions within its
most influential programs, to seek the benefits of diversity in myriad forms when
it comes to hiring new colleagues, and to enrolling, mentoring, and graduating
Ph.D. students who, after all, represent the future of the discipline.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

To view supplementary material for this article, please visit https://doi.org/10.1017/cnj.2024.7.
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APPENDIX A
LINGUISTICS PGIS RANKED BY NUMBER/PERCENT OF ACADEMIC PLACEMENTS

* = source program that is not a linguistics PGI in the US or Canada
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